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ABSTRACT 

The Technical Committee 9 (TC-9) of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
Instrument and Measurement Society wants to ensure that all members of the IEEE 1451 family of 
standards conform to a common set of basic functionality and have, at some level, a common 
interface. To this end, the IEEE p1451.0 working group has been chartered to prepare an overarching 
standard that will define the operation of the other members of the family while still leaving the 
physical interface up to the various other standards working groups. The IEEE p1451.0 will define 
the general functionality required of an IEEE 1451 transducer, a common command set that is 
appropriate to all family members, and the core set of transducer electronic data sheets (TEDS). This 
paper gives a brief overview of the overall functionality and follows that with a description of the 
commands and the TEDS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When the IEEE Std. 1451.3-2003 working group was chartered, initially there was a general written 
agreement that the group would only make those changes to the basic structure created by the first 
member of the family, IEEE Std 1451.2-1997, that were required to allow the additional 
functionality needed to implement the different interface. The IEEE 1451.2 interface is a ten-wire 
interface intended to connect one smart transducer interface module (STIM) containing one or more 
transducers with a network-capable application processor (NCAP). The NCAP would then function 
as a gateway to interface the STIM to a communications network such as Ethernet. The IEEE 1451.3 
interface was to be a multi-drop bus with several transducer bus interface modules (TBIMs) 
connected to an NCAP. This required that some changes be made to what was defined in IEEE 
1451.2 but, as the working group developed the standard, more and more changes were made and 
much of the original intent of keeping as close to IEEE 1451.2 as possible was forgotten. Therefore, 
IEEE 1451.3 has significant changes from IEEE 1451.2. The IEEE 1451.3 working group duplicated 
much of the effort already expended by the IEEE 1451.2 working group, which meant that it took a 
long time to develop IEEE 1451.3. With several new interfaces being proposed, (Wireless, USB, 
CAN, etc.) there was significant danger that this process would repeat itself and that the different 
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members of the family would have little in common. So the IEEE p1451.0 working group was 
chartered to define the basic core functionality of the family of standards and to allow the other 
working groups to concentrate on the interface between the transducer modules and the NCAP. This 
paper discusses two aspects of this proposed standard, the TEDS and the command set. 

 

TEDS 

There are twelve TEDS currently defined in the IEEE p1451.0 standard. Of these, four are required 
to be implemented in any transducer module and it is these four that we will discuss in this paper. 
The four required TEDS are: 

• Module Meta-TEDS 
• TransducerChannel TEDS 
• Commissioning TEDS  
• End-User Application-Specific TEDS. 

General format for TEDS  

All TEDS have the general format shown in Table 1. The first field in any TEDS is the TEDS 
length. It is a four octet unsigned integer. The length field is followed by a TEDS identification 
header. The next block is the information content for the TEDS. Depending upon the TEDS, the 
information may be binary information or it may be text-based. The last field in any TEDS is a 
checksum that is used to verify the integrity of the TEDS. 

Table 1—Generic format for any TEDS 

Field Description Type # bytes 
— TEDS length U32L 4 

TEDSID TEDS Identification Header  5 
1 to N Data block Variable Variable 

— Checksum U16C 2 

TEDS length 

The TEDS length is the total number of bytes in the TEDS identification header, the TEDS data 
block, plus the two bytes in the checksum. This allows the number of bytes in the TEDS to be up to 
4,294,967,296. Why a number that large? It is desired that the TEDS length field be the same for all 
TEDS and the text-based TEDS have the potential to become large. A four-byte integer was 
considered the smallest number that would provide enough length for any current usage and for 
several years into the future. 

TEDS Identification Header 

The first field in any IEEE 1451.0 TEDS is the TEDS identification header. It contains three one-
byte subfields as follows: 

• IEEE 1451 standards family number (0 for IEEE p1451.0) 

• TEDS Class which identifies the TEDS 

• Version Number of the TEDS. 
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Data block structure 

This structure contains the information that is stored in a specific TEDS. The fields that comprise 
this structure are different for each TEDS type. 

Checksum 

The checksum shall be the one’s complement of the sum (modulo 216) of all preceding bytes, 
including the initial TEDS length field and the entire TEDS data block. The checksum calculation 
excludes the checksum field.  

 

META-TEDS 

This TEDS gives a few parameters that the system will need to know to be able to communicate 
reliably with the module, but its real purpose is to describe the relationships between the various 
transducers that are incorporated within that module. The first type of relationship is defined because 
it is expected that using actuators to control some aspects of the signal conditioning for a sensor will 
become common. In order for this to work, the system will need to know which actuator is 
associated with which sensor and what function the actuator is controlling. The second type of 
relationship is defined because there are transducer modules that contain multiple transducers that 
have relationships that the user needs to know to be able to interpret the data. An example of this is a 
three axis accelerometer. The third type of relationship between transducers is defined to provide a 
way for the module to combine the outputs from multiple sensors or the inputs to multiple actuators 
into a single entity to improve communications efficiency. 

 

TRANSDUCERCHANNEL TEDS 

This TEDS defines the characteristics of a given TransducerChannel. It is divided into five major 
sections. The first section defines what is being measured and what range of operation the unit is 
designed to work over. It also tells whether or not a calibration TEDS is supplied and if it can be 
applied within the module. The self test capability for the transducer is also identified. The second 
major section describes the sample of data that the transducer provides, if it is a sensor, or needs, if it 
is an actuator. This includes such information as the format of the data (integer or some other 
format) as well as the number of samples that can be acquired with a single trigger. The third section 
contains the timing information for this transducer. With the information in this section the NCAP is 
able to compute the time of a sample, determine the time-out values needed to communicate with it, 
and determine the time required to run the self-test. The forth section lists the attributes associated 
with the transducer channel. The NCAP reads these attributes to determine the operating modes 
supported by the transducer. The last section is a few miscellaneous fields. 

 

COMMISSIONING TEDS 

Every transducer in a system needs a user-friendly identification. This TEDS is intended to be used 
to give a transducer a name that is independent of the physical address of that transducer. For 
example, the transducer on NCAP number 4 in the transducer module with the alias of 17 and the 
channel number of 1 could be named “X-axis acceleration at BS 422.” The content of a 
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Commissioning TEDS is user defined. This TEDS is designed to be a text-based TEDS with space 
for 32 characters plus the header for a text based TEDS. If the user chooses to define it differently 
there are 42 bytes set aside for this TEDS. 

 

END-USER APPLICATION-SPECIFIC TEDS 

Like the Commissioning TEDS, the content of this TEDS is user defined. It is simply a place in 
nonvolatile memory where the end user can place up to 256 bytes of information plus a length field 
and a checksum. The standard places no restrictions on what this may be used for. 

 

OPTIONAL TEDS 

There are two groups of TEDS that the manufacturer may or may not choose to implement. The 
TEDS in the first group are intended to be used to calibrate or compensate the TransducerChannel. 
They are as follows: 

• Calibration TEDS – This TEDS contains the calibration constants necessary to convert the 
raw output of a sensor into engineering units or the input to an actuator from engineering 
units into the form needed by the actuator. 

• Frequency Response TEDS – This TEDS gives the frequency response of the transducer 
along with its signal conditioning and any other processing done within the module in table 
form. 

• Transfer Function TEDS – This TEDS provides the same information as the Frequency 
Response TEDS except in an algorithmic form. 

The second group of optional TEDS are text-based. They are intended to provide information in a 
form that the operator can display and read. The TEDS described previously were intended for the 
use by the processors in the system but these TEDS are solely for the operator. They are: 

• Meta-Identification TEDS 
• TransducerChannel Identification TEDS 
• Calibration-Identification TEDS 
• Location and Title TEDS 
• Commands TEDS 

 
 

TEDS TAGGED DATA STRUCTURE 

All TEDS prepared by a transducer manufacturer use a type, length, and value (TLV) data structure. 
In the case of text-based TEDS this TLV data structure is used to provide a directory structure to 
speed up access into different sections of the text portion of the TEDS which uses the eXtensible 
Markup Language (XML) for the information content. 

Using the TLV construct as shown in Table 2, each value is stored as a 3 field tuple.  The “Type” 
field is the tag that identifies the TLV, similar in function to an HTML or XML tag.  The “Length” 
field specifies the length of the value field, and the “Value” field is the actual data.  Each field can be 
composed of one or more TLVs.  
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Table 2—Definition of the Type, Length, and Value (TLV) Structure 

Field Description 
Type This code identifies the field in the TEDS that is contained within the value field. Except 

for types 1 and 2 the same number in the type field will have a different meaning in each 
different TEDS. 

Length The number in this field gives the number of bytes in the value field. The number of bytes 
in the length field is controlled by an entry in the TEDS Identification TLV. 

Value This field contains the TEDS information. 
 
For the TEDS Identification Header in the Meta-TEDS we would have the following: 
 

01,03,00,01,01. 
 
In this example 01 is the type indicating the TEDS identification header, 03 is the length of the value 
field in bytes and 00,01,01 represents the value. The 00 indicating that this is an IEEE 1451.0 TEDS, 
the first 01 indicates that it is the Meta-TEDS and the second 01 that it is version 1 of the Meta-
TEDS. 
 

COMMANDS 

At the time of writing, IEEE p1451.0 defines ninety-four commands, many of which are optional 
depending upon what the manufacturer has implemented. The standard command format is divided 
into two eight-bit fields. One of these fields is called the “Command Class” and the other the 
“Command Function.” There are nine different command classes and each of them has functions 
associated with it. 

The response to some of these commands is fully defined and others are only loosely defined. An 
example of a completely defined command would be Read TEDS Block. The loosely defined 
commands are things like Sleep, Reset or Calibrate Transducer. For these commands, the 
general function to be performed is defined and the details are left to the manufacturer. 

 

INITIALIZATION COMMAND CLASS 

A device only responds to commands in this class when in the halted state. The transducer will 
respond to one of these commands with an error message, if the system is set up for that to happen, 
but will otherwise ignore any of these commands that are issued when the device is not halted. There 
are sixteen commands in this class. As can be seen from Table 3 these commands tend to come in 
pairs. With the exception of the Calibrate and Zero commands, if the features one of these 
commands is intended to support is implemented then the other command is required. 
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Table 3—Initialization Commands 

Sleep Set TransducerChannel 
data repetition count 

Set TransducerChannel pretrigger count 

Wake-up Read TransducerChannel 
data repetition count 

Read TransducerChannel pretrigger count 

Calibrate TransducerChannel Enable Corrections AddressGroup Definition 

Zero TransducerChannel Disable Corrections Read AddressGroup assignment 

Store operational setup Read TIM structure  

Erase operational setup   

 

OPERATIONAL COMMANDS 

Operational commands are the class of commands that are expected to be used in the collection and 
processing of data. These commands can be issued at any time, with the exception of when the 
transducer module is in the sleep state. Table 4 lists the commands in this class along with their 
rough groupings. 

Table 4—Operational Commands 

Write service request mask Enable TransducerChannel trigger 

Read service request mask Disable TransducerChannel trigger 

Query data block Write TransducerChannel data 

Read TransducerChannel data Write TransducerChannel data block 

Read TransducerChannel data block Reset 

Read TIM version Halt 

 

SET OPERATING MODE COMMANDS 

When discussing the various transducer types we noted that there were different operating modes 
that could be associated with each of the transducer types. In total, there are six different command 
functions in this class and they each have two or three options. A detailed discussion of this subject 
would be too long for this paper so we will say no more on the subject at this time. 

 

READ OPERATING MODE COMMANDS 

This command is used to read the operating mode as discussed in the previous paragraph. 

 

RUN DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS 

This is one of the very loosely defined commands. Per the standard it only has one argument and that 
is used to say to run all diagnostics. The manufacturer may add additional commands in this class 
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and in most cases is expected to do so. In order to make them useful for the user this would require a 
Commands TEDS to identify them. 

 

TEDS ACCESS COMMANDS 

There are four commands associated with the TEDS access, but that they can be used to access any 
of 255 different TEDS.  

Query TEDS 

The Query TEDS command is used by the NCAP to learn information about a specific TEDS. This 
command is a request for the transducer module to give information to the NCAP that is needed to 
transfer the TEDS between the transducer module and the NCAP. 

Read TEDS block command 

A read TEDS block command is used to read a block of information from the transducer module to 
the NCAP. The command is designed to allow the NCAP to be used to read the TEDS a block at a 
time depending upon how much data can be transferred at a time. It can also be used to read a 
portion if the TEDS. 

Write TEDS block command 

The Write TEDS block command is used to write the TEDS in a transducer module. It is very 
similar in function to the Read TEDS Block command.  

At the first point in the processing of Write TEDS Block command that the data in non-volatile 
memory is altered, the TEDS is marked as invalid. It will remain marked as invalid, at least, up to 
the point that the Update TEDS command is received 

Update TEDS command 

The Update TEDS command is sent by the NCAP to indicate that the TEDS has been completely 
written. The transducer module will calculate the checksum for the entire TEDS and compare its 
value to the last two bytes of the TEDS. If the checksum is correct the TEDS may then be marked as 
Valid. If the checksum is wrong then the TEDS remains marked as invalid. 

 

MANUFACTURER DEFINED COMMANDS 

Some people believe that the working group went too far with the number of commands that have 
been defined but everybody realizes that what is defined is only a small subset of the total set of 
commands required to setup and control the various types of transducers and signal conditioners 
available on the market. To get around this problem but still allow a transducer manufacturer to 
build anything that is desired the standard allows the manufacturer to define additional commands. 
The commands should use the same structure as used in the commands defined in the standard. That 
is, they should have a command class and command function that is followed by any required 
arguments. In order to make these commands immediately available to the user, a Commands TEDS 
is used to describe these commands. 
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SUMMARY 

There are now five different groups that either have put together or are putting together standards for 
the IEEE 1451 family of standards not counting IEEE Std. 1451.1-1999. Each of these standards 
uses a different communications media for the interface between the transducer module and the 
remainder of the system. IEEE p1451.0 is attempting to be the unifying effort between all of these 
diverse groups. IEEE p1451.0 is attempting to put together a standard that will describe the 
functionality of a transducer module, the command set to be used, and the TEDS. This paper gives a 
brief description of the commands that are being defined and the contents and structure of the TEDS. 
There are eight other TEDS that were not discussed here but are expected to be in the final standard. 
What will this standard mean to the user? It will mean that while it will be necessary to buy the 
appropriate hardware, the software required for the end-users system to communicate with a 
transducer in any member of the family will be the same. You still will not be able to but an IEEE 
1451.2 STIM with its ten wire interface with an IEEE p1451.5 wireless NCAP and expect them to 
work together. But you will be able to buy IEEE 1451.2 STIMs along with IEEE 1451.2 NCAPs and 
expect them to work in the same system as the IEEE p1451.5 wireless devices. And even more 
importantly, the operator will not need to know or care which interface is being used to be able to 
use the device. 




